Reading Accessories
Recharge Book Light (black)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170579
Binding: Unknown
Series: Recharge
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $35.00
The Recharge rechargeable book light is a workhorse you'll want to keep at hand. With two bright white dimmable LEDs rated for 100,000 hours, its internal
battery is fully charged after one hour, providing up to 60 hours of illumination at its lowest setting and 10 hours at its highest. Continuous dimming allows
you to select the exact brightness you want, in a range from 2-10 lumens.Its precision engineered optical grade lenses are specifically designed to distribute a
wide field of consistent lighting with no hard edges. The precision lenses work in conjunction with High CRI LEDs (High Color Rendering Index LEDs) to
provide better color rendering and even light output. Colors appear more vibrant and true, and with minimal optical distortion. With its durable soft-touch
silicone gooseneck and strong versatile clip, the Recharge does it all.Micro USB charging cable included.IDEAL FOR: medium sized books, avid readers,
users who need constant light.2-10 LUMENS | 10" x 1" x 1"

Recharge Book Light (blue)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170616
Binding: Unknown
Series: Recharge
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $35.00
The Recharge rechargeable book light is a workhorse you'll want to keep at hand. With two bright white dimmable LEDs rated for 100,000 hours, its internal
battery is fully charged after one hour, providing up to 60 hours of illumination at its lowest setting and 10 hours at its highest. Continuous dimming allows
you to select the exact brightness you want, in a range from 2-10 lumens.Its precision engineered optical grade lenses are specifically designed to distribute a
wide field of consistent lighting with no hard edges. The precision lenses work in conjunction with High CRI LEDs (High Color Rendering Index LEDs) to
provide better color rendering and even light output. Colors appear more vibrant and true, and with minimal optical distortion. With its durable soft-touch
silicone gooseneck and strong versatile clip, the Recharge does it all.Micro USB charging cable included.IDEAL FOR: medium sized books, avid readers,
users who need constant light.2-10 LUMENS | 10" x 1" x 1"

Recharge Book Light (green)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170593
Binding: Unknown
Series: Recharge
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $35.00
The Recharge rechargeable book light is a workhorse you'll want to keep at hand. With two bright white dimmable LEDs rated for 100,000 hours, its internal
battery is fully charged after one hour, providing up to 60 hours of illumination at its lowest setting and 10 hours at its highest. Continuous dimming allows
you to select the exact brightness you want, in a range from 2-10 lumens.Its precision engineered optical grade lenses are specifically designed to distribute a
wide field of consistent lighting with no hard edges. The precision lenses work in conjunction with High CRI LEDs (High Color Rendering Index LEDs) to
provide better color rendering and even light output. Colors appear more vibrant and true, and with minimal optical distortion. With its durable soft-touch
silicone gooseneck and strong versatile clip, the Recharge does it all.Micro USB charging cable included.IDEAL FOR: medium sized books, avid readers,
users who need constant light.2-10 LUMENS | 10" x 1" x 1"
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Recharge Book Light (purple)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170609
Binding: Unknown
Series: Recharge
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $35.00
The Recharge rechargeable book light is a workhorse you'll want to keep at hand. With two bright white dimmable LEDs rated for 100,000 hours, its internal
battery is fully charged after one hour, providing up to 60 hours of illumination at its lowest setting and 10 hours at its highest. Continuous dimming allows
you to select the exact brightness you want, in a range from 2-10 lumens.Its precision engineered optical grade lenses are specifically designed to distribute a
wide field of consistent lighting with no hard edges. The precision lenses work in conjunction with High CRI LEDs (High Color Rendering Index LEDs) to
provide better color rendering and even light output. Colors appear more vibrant and true, and with minimal optical distortion. With its durable soft-touch
silicone gooseneck and strong versatile clip, the Recharge does it all.Micro USB charging cable included.IDEAL FOR: medium sized books, avid readers,
users who need constant light.2-10 LUMENS | 10" x 1" x 1"

Recharge Book Light (white)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170586
Binding: Unknown
Series: Recharge
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $35.00
The Recharge rechargeable book light is a workhorse you'll want to keep at hand. With two bright white dimmable LEDs rated for 100,000 hours, its internal
battery is fully charged after one hour, providing up to 60 hours of illumination at its lowest setting and 10 hours at its highest. Continuous dimming allows
you to select the exact brightness you want, in a range from 2-10 lumens.Its precision engineered optical grade lenses are specifically designed to distribute a
wide field of consistent lighting with no hard edges. The precision lenses work in conjunction with High CRI LEDs (High Color Rendering Index LEDs) to
provide better color rendering and even light output. Colors appear more vibrant and true, and with minimal optical distortion. With its durable soft-touch
silicone gooseneck and strong versatile clip, the Recharge does it all.Micro USB charging cable included.IDEAL FOR: medium sized books, avid readers,
users who need constant light.2-10 LUMENS | 10" x 1" x 1"

The Book Seat
by RANGAKOO
ISBN: X75045
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $45.00

The Book Seat will comfortably hold books, tablet computers, electronic readers, as well as gaming and entertainment devices.Available in an assortment of
colours: Orange, Red, Pink, Purple, Green, Blue, Brown, and Beige. When ordering, please specify in order comments which colour(s) you would like.The
Book Seat's brilliant yet simple design and unique shape allows a book to be supported properly as well as providing a ventilation path when used with
devices like an iPad. There are no clumsy straps or fasteners to hold your reading material — simply prop your book into the groove and it will stay
upright.The foam bead filling of The Book Seat allows it to be placed on different types of surfaces. It will sit comfortably on your lap, in bed, on a table or
the arm of a lounge chair. It will even support your book on the uneven surface of a sandy beach!The Book Seat makes reading more comfortable than ever
before — no more cold or aching hands and arms.
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Book Stand (Large)
by TASCHEN
ISBN: 9783836571593
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: TASCHEN
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $105.00

You asked, we listened. Hot on the heels of our best-selling flat-display bookstand, we've worked with our bookbinder to develop the next must-have.
These stands display your book upright, closed, or open to leaf through, allowing you to proudly showcase your favorite tome without damaging or straining
its spine.
Made of solid, glass-like acrylic, these are available in three sizes custom-made to carry our entire catalogue. Whether it's a big-and-bold Collector's Edition
or one of our Basic Art volumes, an XXL-sized monograph or a compact Bibliotheca Universalis: all TASCHEN books deserve the royal treatment.Size L:
Can accommodate up to our XL seriesAlso available:
Size M: Fit for Bibliotheca Universalis, Basic Art series, and all regular titles
Size XL: For all of our XXL-sized giants, including Collector's Editions (even enclosed in their clamshell box!)

Book Stand (Medium)
by TASCHEN
ISBN: 9783836571609
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: TASCHEN
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $70.00

You asked, we listened. Hot on the heels of our best-selling flat-display bookstand, we've worked with our bookbinder to develop the next must-have.
These stands display your book upright, whether closed or open to leaf through, allowing you to proudly showcase your favorite tome without damaging or
straining its spine.
Made of solid glass-like acrylic, these are available in three sizes custom-made to carry our entire catalogue. Whether it's a big-and-bold Collector's Edition
or one of our Basic Art volumes, an XXL-sized monograph or a compact Bibliotheca Universalis: all TASCHEN books deserve the royal treatment.Size M:
Fit for Basic Art series, and all regular titlesAlso available:
Size L: Can accommodate books up to our XL series
Size XL: For all of our XXL-sized giants, including Collector's Editions (even enclosed in their clamshell box!)

Book-Tails Bookmark (assorted)
by THAT COMPANY CALLED
ISBN: X75812
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $13.75

The furriest fun to be had at reading time. These bespectacled book buddies will faithfully keep your page with their dangly tails but secretly can’t wait for
you to pick up your book and continue the story.Available in six animals: Bear, Dog, Cow, Pig, Jaguar, and Sheep. During the checkout process, please
specify which animal(s) you would like in the comments field.
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Curled Up Corners Bookmark
by THAT COMPANY CALLED
ISBN: X76104
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $13.50

Made in brass with antique effect plated finishes and simple etched detail, the set comprises of a drowsy dog, cosy cat, quiet mouse and furled fox. What
could be more snug for an evening’s relaxing read?Available in four styles: cosy cat, drowsy dog, furled fox, and quiet mouse. Please specify which
animal(s) you would like in the comments field of the checkout process.

Dog Ear Bookmark (assorted)
by THAT COMPANY CALLED
ISBN: X75816
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $6.50

Ear you are! A barkingly clever idea for the dog friendly book lover. All our doggies are extremely well trained to sit and stay whenever you’re away from
your book, whilst always keeping an ear cocked (marking your page) for when you return.Available in six breeds: Labrador (black), Pug, Retriever (golden),
Daschund, Terrier, and Bulldog. During the checkout process, please specify which breed(s) you would like in the comments field.

Puns Bookmark Set
by OBVIOUS STATE
ISBN: 634392437412
Binding: Unknown
Series: Literary Puns
Publisher: Obvious State
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $6.95
"The goodness of your true pun is in the direct ratio of its intolerability" - Edgar Allan Poe. Thank you, Edgar, we'll take that as a compliment. Set of six
designs Size: 2 x 6 inches Paper: Heavy, smooth matte paper

Romantic Poets Bookmark Set
by OBVIOUS STATE
ISBN: 634392437405
Binding: Unknown
Series: Bloom Collection
Publisher: Obvious State
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $6.95
Larger-than-life florals bring the sublime, provocative words of Romantic-era poets to life. Set of six: Blake, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Coleridge and
Wordsworth. Set of six designs Size: 2 x 6 inches Paper: Heavy, smooth matte paper
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Women Writers Bookmark Set
by OBVIOUS STATE
ISBN: 634392438969
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Obvious State
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $6.95

A visual ode to visionary women. Modern interpretations of classic lines celebrate the formidable creativity and tenacious spirit of these remarkable literary
pioneers. Authors include: Kate Chopin, Jane Austen, Emily Bronte, Charlotte Bronte,&#194;Edith Wharton and Sappho. Size: 2 x 6 inches Paper: Heavy,
smooth matte paperPrinted in the USA&#194;&#194; &#194;&#194;

Teeth Marks Bookmark (assorted)
by THAT COMPANY CALLED
ISBN: X75813
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $11.50

Get your teeth into a good book! Great fun for all ages at reading time. The gentle jaws clip onto the front cover and the dangly elasticated tail loops down to
keep your place.Available in six different designs: Bat, Bear, Hippo, Shark, T-Rex, and Wolf. During the checkout process, please specify which animal(s)
you would like in the comments field.

The Hands Stand Book Holder
by THAT COMPANY CALLED
ISBN: X75811
Binding:
Publisher:
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $19.00

Grabs and grips. Holds and hugs. These gentle, soft touch hands are guaranteed to bring a joyous smile to all your reading, viewing and browsing days. A
caring cradle for your books and tablets.Available in five colours: aubergine, coral, duck egg blue, lime green, and scarlet. Please specify which colour(s)
you would like in the comments field of the checkout process.

Magnifier (3" Round With Handle)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781933622668
Binding: Unknown
Series: Magnifier
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $12.00
The 3" Round Magnifier features 2x magnification with a 6x bifocal inset, with an optical grade acrylic lens and ergonomic handle.
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Magnifier (5" Round, Lighted)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781935009627
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $30.00

The Lighted 5" Round Magnifier has 2x magnification and a 6x bifocal, with a single bright white LED. The optical grade acrylic lense and ergonomic
handle provide comfortable magnification. Powered by 1 AAA battery (included) with 5 hours of battery life.

Magnifier (lighted, Wallet Size)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781935009696
Binding: Unknown
Series: Magnifier
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date: 12/10
Pages:
Price: $12.00
The Lighted Pocket Magnifier has 2x magnification and an inset 6x bifocal plus a single bright white LED rated for 100,000 hours. The optical grade acrylic
lens is encased in a hard plastic rectangular casing and comes with a protective case. Powered by 2 CR2016 lithium batteries (included) with 5 hours of
battery life.IDEAL FOR: portability, travel, discreet magnification and illumination.

FlexiThin Magnifier (medium)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170227
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $3.00

Whether you’re perusing the dessert menu or checking the bill, the FlexiThin Medium Size Magnifier helps you handle the small print and get on with your
day. The magnifier is made of a paper-thin sheet of PVC, so it’s flexible but unbreakable. It’s about the length of your hand, easy to take out and about in a
bag or to tuck in the pages of a book. For the low price, you can keep an extra on hand for when your lunch date squints at the menu. Includes a handy
protective sleeve.

FlexiThin Magnifier (wallet size)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781936170210
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $2.00

The FlexiThin Wallet Size Magnifier is convenient and discreet. With credit card-size dimensions, it fits a purse, pocket, or wallet sleeve. Made of paper-thin
PVC, it’s flexible but unbreakable, and comes in a protective sleeve. Never wonder about small print again!
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Pendant Magnifier (2" Round, Lighted)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781935009634
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $12.00

The Lighted Pendant Magnifier features 3x magnification and a single bright white LED rated for 100,000 hours. The round design of 2" the optical grade
acrylic lens and included neck strap provide comfortable magnification (cord is 18" long). Powered by 3 LR44 micro cell batteries (included) with 7 hours of
battery life.IDEAL FOR: strong and compact magnification, keeping your magnifier close at hand.

Rigid Magnifier (page Size)
by Mighty Bright
ISBN: 9781933622866
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Mighty Bright
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $12.00

The Rigid Page Magnifier is oversized and features unbreakable acrylic. The magnifier measures 12.8" x 9.4" x 0.003".

Metal Bookmark: "Be The Change"
by PETER PAUPER PRESS
ISBN: 9781441328212
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Peter Pauper Press, Inc.
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $18.00

"Be the change you wish to see in the world." —Gandhi

Metal Bookmark: "Reading Is Dreaming"
by PETER PAUPER PRESS
ISBN: 9781441328229
Binding: Unknown
Publisher: Peter Pauper Press, Inc.
Pub. Date:
Pages:
Price: $18.00

"Reading is dreaming with open eyes."
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